
... and the upward possibilities of your imagination are open!

tilt
and
clap

HAUTAU PRIMAT



HAUTAU PRIMAT
manages distance lightly.
Its secret: elegance and
technical refinement.

The fittings and design
of the elegant lever convince:
all visible parts are made of
light alloy. The handle surface 
is ergonomically formed, the
shape is modern and super-flat.



The features

HAUTAU PRIMAT opens, closes and secures tilt-windows made
of timber, metal and plastic – with up to 40 kg /m2 glass weight.
Round and flat arches, slants, double and triple constructions,
ledges and opening variants are no problem for the fanlight
opener. For an opening width of 190 mm. The compact, finely-
shaped housing is made of light alloy, the functional parts are
made of highly corrosion-protected steel.

Because of strict regard to heat insulation regulations the
three-point locking in the opening stay increases the window
closing pressure. Because of this it closes very tightly.
Mounting and adjustment can be made quickly. The sash closing
pressure can be adjusted on the sash block. And in the open
position? The fixing is stormproof!

A few turns of the elegant crank linkage positions the fanlight
as required. Perceptibly convenient is the spindle mechanism with
high-grade brass bearing under the cover profile. Alternatively a
swivel lever, lockable hand lever, hand lever with transmission or
motor drive can be chosen.

The curves of round or flat-arch windows take up the flexible
linkage harmoniously. It is available in various colours, is
especially light moving and is suitable for transmission in one
and two-stay systems.
Even in the smallest radius it works precisely and reliably. For
windows with slants stainless, pliable spring band steel corner
brackets provide a reliable solution. Chain guides bring two and
three-sash windows to the exact position.

Versatility
is trumps

Heat insulation
or mounting
included

Everything
up there under
control

Flexible shape

You’ll notice if it’s HAUTAU.

HAUTAU PRIMAT-A opens windows outwards. It provides for
openings from 130 to 170 mm. For possible jump-backs of the
window there are three sash blocks of 0 – 75 mm. Here also the
sash closing pressure is adjustable.

With a swing
outwards

An optional Allen screw prevents unauthorised release of the
stays. The anti-dirt profiling provides for trouble-free running.
For sash heights over 300 mm additional locks ZV/F (without
visible fittings) are available. They improve the sealing of the
sash and provide increased protection against burglary.
This corresponds to the high demands of SKG*, SHR* and WK2.
As an option an electronic closure control can be added.

Functional
security
at a high level





www.HAUTAU.de

That what pleases
is allowed. 

HAUTAU PRIMAT has a
suitable solution for every 
fanlight shape. Whether
round, oval or rectangular
the system opens as desired
inwards or outwards, one
or two-sash tilt-windows, flat
arches, round arches etc.
etc. etc. ... 



You’ll notice if it’s HAUTAU.

Would you like
detailed information about
HAUTAU PRIMAT or other 
HAUTAU products?
Just ask us and we will convince you!

You can reach us via the Internet 
under www.HAUTAU.de

W. HAUTAU GmbH
PO Box 1151
D 31689 Helpsen
Tel +49 5724 / 393-0
Fax +49 5724 / 393-138
Info@HAUTAU.de


